The 2020 season of our Moroccan-American archaeological project is looking for participants to excavate Roman sites in the countryside around Lixus, the earliest city in northwestern Africa.

No experience is necessary, and undergraduate credit is available: **CLAS 491: Archaeology in Morocco** will introduce you to the history and archaeology of Morocco through firsthand experience on a collaborative international research project.

---

**June 13 - 20, 2020: Introduction to Materials**

**June 21 - July 18, 2020: Excavation**

See the contact information below to receive further details about the project, archaeological excavation, and what you'll experience as a team member of Project Hesperides!

**PROJECT CO-DIRECTORS**

- **Dr. Aomar Akerraz** (Institut National des Sciences de l’Archéologie et du Patrimoine, Rabat)
- **Dr. Stephen A. Collins-Elliott** (University of Tennessee, Knoxville)

For more information, please write to Dr. Stephen Collins-Elliott, sce@utk.edu. Visit our project website at [http://hesperides.utk.edu](http://hesperides.utk.edu).